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QUESTION 1

In Community-Gadgets,if you have not set any valuesin the Authorized domain,which statement istrue? 

A. Community widgets or Gadgets cannot be deployed on any web pages in any domain. 

B. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in any domain. 

C. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in the same domain in which the Community-
Gadgets production application is running. 

D. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed only on web pages in the same domain in which the WebCenter
Sites production application is running. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

How can you specify where theGlobal Gadget CatalogInterface is to be enabled? 

A. You can enable this during the Gadgets application installation process 

B. By changing the cs_site property in GadgetsApplication.xml 

C. By changing the cs_site property in futuretense_xcel.ini file 

D. By defining/editing cs_site property from Admin application of Admin Site 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29636/gs_enabling_gdgt_ntrfc.htm#WBC SA7536 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three characterscan be used ina template name? 

A. Underscore (_) 

B. hyphen (-) 

C. hash (#) 

D. any numeric value 

E. percent (%) 

F. colon (:) 

Correct Answer: BCF 
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QUESTION 4

When creating a flex asset through WebCenter Sites UI, saving the asset takes a long time. After reviewing the logs,
you see: 

Given this situation what could be the possible reason for this? 

A. WebCenter Sites is waiting on a Satellite Server to flush cache that it cannot reach 

B. WebCenter Sites is taking time on the save action due to incorrect flex asset model 

C. WebCenter Sites is taking time because the flex parent contains too many children causing delay in saving the asset 

D. WebCenter Sites is waiting on the publishing queue to clear cache 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two accurately describethe capabilities that a SatelliteServer provides in a solution? 

A. deliver of mobile content via satellite feeds 

B. ability to quickly and economically scale a solution 

C. provision of an additional layer of caching, supplementing the layer of caching inWebCenter Sites 

D. addition of another layer of security in the architecture 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

Whichstatement accurately describestheWebCenter Sites Presentation layer? 

A. It is based on templates that execute at run time to deliver websites with no constraint on the HTML design. 
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B. It requires a specific WebCenter Sites navigation component. 

C. It has restricted support for delivery of websites on tablets and smartphones. 

D. It requires specific CSS files to allow simple site-skinning choices. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/webcenter/sites/overview/webcenter-sites-
111160-whatsnew-1610697.pdf 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens when you call the render:logdeptag? 

A. Composition dependencies are updated. 

B. Approval dependencies are updated for rendermode=live. 

C. Cache logs are updated. 

D. Rendering template logs are updated. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e29634/dev_codingelements.htm 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three are key considerations when designing a template architecture? 

A. a simple, clear, and consistent framework for development 

B. support for implementation of asset security 

C. reuse of page components to reduce development overhead 

D. insight into database performance 

E. risk reduction through knowledge of the site architecture 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 9

Given this scenario:A flex family iscreated with twoflex asset types,one parent assettype, oneparent definition
assettype,and oneflex definition asset type. 
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Which statement is true? 

A. For every flex definition, you must create a corresponding start menu. 

B. It is possible to assign a specific flex definition asset type to a specific flex asset type within the flex family creation
wizard forms. 

C. A flex definition asset can be assigned to a particular flex asset type within the flex definition asset creation form. 

D. By default, any flex definition can be assigned to a flex asset within a specific flex family at the time of creation. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three can be used by an externalsystem to retrieve content fromWebCenter Sites overHTTP? 

A. Writing SQL statements to directly retrieve data from the WebCenter Sites database 

B. Creating templates that use the asset API in WebCenter Sites 

C. Directly reading content stored on the shared file system in WebCenter Sites 

D. Using the REST API provided by the WEM framework 

E. Creating templates that use JSP code in WebCenter Sites 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 11

Observe the following: 

What is the purpose of ModulePrefsin a gadget descriptor? 

A. ModuIePrefs defines properties and dependencies for a gadget. 

B. ModulePrefs defines styles for a gadget. 

C. ModuIePrefs defines data access URLs for a gadget. 

D. ModulePrefs defines user preferences for a gadget. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

Which two items does the searchengineintegrationframework work in conjunction with? 

A. Queue Management 

B. Mirror Publishing 

C. Event Management 

D. WSDT 

E. Cache Management 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 13

Which set of asset typescan be managed only throughthe Admin UI withthe defaultsettings after aninstallation? 

A. flex filter, recommendation, and flex definition 

B. query, flex definition, and recommendation 

C. SiteEntry, flex parent definition, and flex attributes 

D. flex parent definition, SiteEntry, and query 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which three are asset types? 

A. Page 

B. Attribute Editor 

C. Start Menu 

D. Page Definition 

E. Workflow Process 

F. Role 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 15
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You are creating a template thatistested to render a dynamic list of 20 links to heterogenous flex asset types that share
the same flex attribute family. The list is generated by creating a dynamic list through code by constraining it with one or
more keywords that are passed into the template using cache parameters. The behavior of the potential list candidates
is as follows: 

Correct Answer: C 
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